brilliant leadership + wellbeing

You want to increase your emotional intelligence
You want to improve the culture of your team
You want to personally develop your leadership
We’ve discovered this is for all ages – all those that are game changers, thought leaders, rule breakers
and style makers. This is also for those who are not yet leaders and would benefit big time with
leadership training. Let’s face it, everyone is influencing your culture. Your actions and attitude have a
massive impact on team, your business and organisation.
This programme has you come back into the workplace and life inspired, healthily motivating others,
curiously questioning, feeling excited to be contributing to a bigger purpose, and now fully realising
your impact on others.
You will experience the uncommon
Internal healthy leadership shapes futures. It shapes who you
are. It shapes how we blend a healthy life plus how you lead
everyone else effectively. And it all starts from the InsideOut.

The opportunity to grow and develop takes place with
• 2 x 6hr days onsite with group workshops for discovery
and learning over 2months
•

On-going support with one2one coaching and online
platform momentum

•

Time between sessions to practice all you learn giving
time to reflect, drive and assess progress

Here’s a quick glance at what we’ll cover. You will:
•

Understand how others behave the way they do

•

Shift ‘indirect, passive, aggressive’ language + attitude
into ‘assertive and flexible’

•

Recognise how to reduce toxic draining patterns on team

•

Learn how to manage every day stressors

•

Set simple healthy boundaries that hold you
+ others accountable

•

Achieve what is wanted with no game-playing

•

Learn how to choose responses in the middle of tough
challenges

•

And more …

It’s all about understanding motivation and inspiring healthy
action. It’s where self-awareness and self-management simply
makes the biggest difference and takes you, your team +
organisation to another level again.
Here’s to building and growing a healthy generation of
new leaders!

Check out the locations and dates close to you at www.corenewalker.com/whats-on

